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GRAPHS WITH SMALL ASYMMETRIES x ) 
Jaroslav NESETftiL, Praha 
§ 1. Introduction. With every graph X (here undi-
rected, loopless, without multiple edges) we can asso-
ciate the group G(X) of its automorphisms, i.e., the 
group of all permutations of VCX) which preserve the 
adjacency relation (for notation we follow C5J ). If 
GC X ^ is the trivial group, then the graph is called 
asymmetric. 
The structure of asymmetric graphs was studied by 
Erdos and R£nyi in [1] using the notion of the ssymmetry 
A f X 3 of the graph X •, this is defined as the smallest 
number of edges necessary for symmetrization of the 
graph. In 111 bounds are given for the asymmetry of a 
graph in terms of the number of its vertices and edges; 
using probability methods, it is shown'that the bounds 
are asymptotically best possible. 
Let us define the function A(&9q)'» Ca*dxCo*d--> QOKCL 
>yAGfi,,<3>)»max(ADO$ IVCX)U-ft, H,(X>! ~ $ J if p>0if)> 
- 9* - 0 ; A(>fi,<j) » 0 otherwise. The introduction 
x) This is a part of author thesis written at McMaster 
University Hamilton, Ontario, Canada* 
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of the function A ia motivated by £4] in which an ex-
tremal problem for aaymmetric grapha ia investigated; 
Theorem 1 in £41 aaya that if jp, m 5 than Af*fi,'£) » 
« 0 and further the numbera m. % M are found auch 
that if .*fv 2s 6 and ̂  <: /in. or <̂  > M ^ then 
A<-f»,£)--» 0 whileA(.ft//m^)> 0 ACfsM^) > 0 
(yfv finite). 
Here we obtain (in § 3) a characterization of the 
support of the function A using a reault about aaymmet-
ric extenaiona of a graph; then (in § 4) we resolve the 
analogous queation concerning the aet i(ftf^)jACft,^)«'JJ. 
In § 2 we 8umffiari.ee baaic observation about func-
tion A and completely determine ACft9g,) where jf% ia 
infinite. 
In § 5, we relate the reaults of §§ 3, 4 to those of the 
papera [13,[4], in particular we determine the numbera 
FCfi^i) which ia proposed in 123 • 
§ 2. Aavametry of a graph (infinite caae). 
Let jp,f^'4r ( £ ) be cardinals. Denote by CI (Ct 
respectively) the claaa of all aaymmetric grapha with fi 
verticee (4* vertices and $, edgea respectively). Let 
a m u • a^ . 
k graph X with I V ( X ) U ^l£(X)«- 3, ia ahortly 
called a .fi,,^-graph. 
Definition. Let X be a graph I V ( X ) « ^ .We define 
Atx]-/m**m(E(x\E(y))ii voo-v(y), Y* a^\ 
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Anxj»^n,<iA<Ecx),Ecv))i| vcx>«v(y), x s y * ^ ) , 
A~CXJ«mim{IAC£CX),ECY))i, VCX)« VCY), X3 Y # ^ J , 
where A C A , B ) i s the symmetric difference of the aeta 
A , B and X C V meana VCX)S?VCV), ECX)S?ECY) . 
(This definition coincides with the definition of ACXJ 
in CI] and definitions A*** CXI , A"CXJ in. [4] . ) Let us 
define analogously as in the introduction the functions 
A*6rv,a) K <+,%). 
We will investigate these functions simultaneous* 
ly; if the same statement holds for A , A"", A4" • we shall, 
for the aake of brevity, uae the symbol A 9 (<ft>f £ ) . 
Finally, let OC denote the class of all graphs 
for which ACXJ k k> • 
Clearly C/L m HOC a 2C€ 3 %OC . . . . 
The following lemma gives us first information about 
the functions A4", A", A * 
Lamaa 1, ( i ) ACX]£,n*vCA+ CX3 , A~CX3) , hence 
A(i*>t%) &****>( A+(iit %), A~Cf*,a,» ; 
(ii> X~ UX*^ A'LXl *»»f>> A* t^l 
( LOQ, means disjoint union), 
(iii) A*t>f.j,> » A ^ C f t , , ^ ) - %) , 
A-f-isO-A*^(?>-^> , 
A(*fe>-.AC^f(t>-.e> , 
whenever the right hand side ia meaningful (-f*,̂  finite), 
(iv) ACfi.fc) > 0^A+f^,fc)>0««+A*"CVfi,<2,> > 0 • 
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For proof of (i) - (iii) see [4] , Lemma 3.1,p.72, 
and [1], Lemmas 1,2, pp.295-6. 
(iv) is obvious since all three statements express 
the same thing, namely that 01* & 0 • 
Let us give the following simple sufficient condi-
tion for AtXl £ M, . 
Lemma 2. Let X be a graph, P the set of all per-
mutations on the set V ( X ), U the set of all unor-
dered pairs of elements of V(X) . 
For f e P let f#? U —• U be given by f#(£x,/yJ,>» 
»Ef60,f%)3, Cx,/yj£ U . If 
U(f#E(X))l £ 2M, 
for every f e P , f 4* <*L , then A LXJ £ M . 
Proof. Suppose AtX 3 < M , Then there are edges 
<€if „ . , e J c E a ) and i^,..*, e^}()Z(X)**0 
such that rru 4- /TV* -< -4t, and the graph Y with 
E(Y)« (E(X)U<eJ,...,e^J)- *ef,..,, e„ > 
is symmetric. Thus there is snf cPn<r(y) , f -iW i*£ . 
Now split £(X)-f #£(X) into two disjoint sets M -
-(£(X)-f#E(X))ni(Y) andW-(E(X)-f#E(X))~E(Y) . 
H is contained in E(X)-E(Y^ hence INI --* /n, . The map 
e~»f e is an injection M—»£(Y)-E(X), hence 
IMI* ai . Thus IE(X) - f#£(X)l * m, + /a1 . Similar-
ly, one shows that If #£(X)-E(X)| * m, + <nS f so that 
U(f#£(X),E(X))| &2<m, + m.9) < 2M . 
Let us solve now the case of infinite graphs. 
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Theorem 1. Let 41 be an infinite cardinal. Then 
A*<fi,£) > 0 «-»-> -f̂  ~ & , moreover A*(*f»;,*ft) •» ̂  • 
Proof. It is obvious that if X is an asymmetric in-
finite graph then )& (X )l-* I V (X ) I (since ptherwise 
there would be in X two isolated vertices), hence 
A(fl,q) » 0 it %+ 41 . 
We now give a construction of a graph X ^ with 
A L X*i J • /ft # 
Let >fv mean the set of all ordinal numbers less-
than yft . m 
Let At m U M, , IM, l»-ft, M. pairwise dis-
joint. 
Define ECX^)- i£i,frl',i<fr, i e U.M^J - We pro-
ve (using Lemma 2) that AiX] » .-ft . Let-P € P, f ̂  id * 
(We again denote by P the set of all permutations on the 
set 41 .) 
Let JSf « {<£; -fCi) -£ i } ; let i0 be the first 
element of N (with respect to natural ordering of 4*. )• 
Since both f (i0 ) and f^ (i0) belong to Jv* it fol-
lows necessarily thatf(i0) > i0 and f"* (iQ ) > ic * 
Suppose first that f OL) * *"* (ia ) . If I U jU -
- f ( U M. ) I • -ft , then f satisfies the premise of 
Lemma 2, by definition ECX,-). Similarly if 
Assume f does not satisfy any of these equations. 
We prove that it is impossible. From the first inequality 
we have IM-.. . (If ( U, M ) I < <fi< fr°m t h e second 
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this is a contradiction. Similarly if i~4(%) * $(%)• 
Hence every f c P satisfies Lemma 2, consequently 
Let ua fini8h thi8 part with the following observa-
tion: 
Proposition 1. Let <fl< %9 <*%> -muzX, A° (fa£,) . Then 
the function A * (<{lf <f) assumes all integral values in 
the interval C 0, oL J . 
Proof* Thie fact follows from the property of the 
functions A 0 (<fi, d0) that IA#6ft,g,T-l^-AV-fSfc) I m 4 . 
This is clear since every (>p,f ̂  + 4)-graph ia obtained 
by adjoining aome edge to some (<p, g) -graph and vice 
veraa. 
Corollary• On every sufficiently large set, there is 
a graph with asymmetry M (Jk, e CQJOCL ) . 
Proof* If Jt < jtf0 then by I21 Theorem 2 there is 
a JJI^ such that <Q* > Jfc «••-> a^ > -fc • By the above pro-
position we have tha exiatence of a graph with A t X J * Jk> 
on every finite set of cardinality > ji0 . In the infi-
nite caae (and infinite At, ) it ia enough to observe 
that the graph X^ constructed in the proof of Theorem 1 
ia /ft, -connected if X is a finite graph then AtX U X ^ 3 » 
• AtXJ and ACX^., U X^ t3 m mum, (fy f #.% ) . 
Since the case of asymmetric infinite graphs is sol-
ved by Theorem 1, from not on graph will mean finite graph. 
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§ 3. Asymmetry equal 0 : 
We are returning to our central problem of determi-
ning some values of the functions A° (^$ % ) • 
We will need the following simple lemma: 
Lemma 3. For every ft, $ A* (-ft, $, ) > 0 implies 
A^C-ft+l , £ + 4 ) > 0 . 
Proof. It is enough to show that we can adjoin to e-
very asymmetric graph X a single point and edge in such 
a way that the new graph is also asymmetric. Let * £ VCX)9 
define the graph Y: V(Y) «V(X)lH,xf, E ( Y ) - E ( X ) U 
ULx,/y.] ? where /y, is an arbitrarily chosen point if X 
has no points of degree 1, and ̂  is a vertex of the grea-
test from all points of degree > 2 otherwise. V is ob-
viously asymmetric, since f € G CX ) implies f (x) - * 
(degree and distance are invariants under automorphisms). 
We will first characterize the support of Af • 
Theorem 2. AdOft,£,) -» 0 if and only if either 
*ft < 6 or ' J£ > <ft & 6 ., q^< rm , %> M ^ or -ft infi-
nite Ap, ± fy (for m, M see £41, Theorem 1 or the 
proof below). 
Proof. For the infinite case, see Theorem 2, Chap-
ter 1. 
The sufficiency of the condition was shown in 14], 
Theorem 1. 
Let $e > *ft > 6 , /m^ .6 $, 4k M ^ . We have to 
show that ®>^% + 0 •
 k 
Case 1: Let 4̂ -tr £ *t* .ft ~ 4 • We need to write down 
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the construction of the numbers m^ (see f4J, pp.62-63): 
m, m m> m 6 , and for -ft ̂  8 ̂  m, » fi - /m£ , where 
*V 
mi m 2 a ^ 4- -ur . where a>,*, is the number of non-
isomorphic asymmetric trees with /n, vertices (computed 
by Harary and Prins f 23) and the numbers N, w are defi-
N <*•< & ,U sS 
ned as follows: £ a^/n,-£4* < Z a**/̂ , <f*< » 2 0^/* +<ur(N*>4)+ 
+ H, (0&iAr<Q,„ ^ 0£M, < Jv" «f- A ) . From this we see that 
either /mL^ m m* (if 0 m K << N ) or /»rv* ** /mi 
(if ft m H )• 
In [43 it is proved that A Cp^/rn^ ) > 0. From this 
also follows that if /m^ + 4 < ̂  * then A (ft*,"*!*+4) > 0 
since we can take a forest X € Ct ^ (see £4J,pp»62-
'ft'! i/tt^fi, 
63) and form the forest y by omitting one component of 
X (say with m, points) (since /mu <*ft- 1 % X is dis 
connected) and enlarging the "greatest" of the remaining 
components by m, points (for instance as in Lemma 3)-
Now by Lemma 3 we have A C-fV, q^) > 0 -*-# 
—-> A(*t +4, %+ 1) > 0 . 
Thus, supposing A (#>,%)> 0, mv * % < <fi> , *« 
obtain A ^ - H ^ ) > 0 for /m̂ ,«- 4 * % < *P> + 4 > 
but by the above observation mu + i & /in* „*• 2 and we 
*Jt, ft'T*] 
know already A (^-Mj/m^. / > 0, A(*fl>+4,/m>pH -M) > 0 • 
We have also ACfi^') > 0 for ( f )~ft< q,*yz)-M^t 
by Lemma 1 ( i i i - iv) and by }& **('$') - /m^ (a*® £*}>• 
Case 2: 4* tf ^ -6 (t£) - ^ . 
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We use induction again. In [1], Chapter 1, it is 
shown that A(6,e) ~ A (6,7) « A (6, B) « A (6 99) - V . 
Suppose th8t AC-ft,^) > 0 for f i - a --* C 2 ) »-ft -Then 
we have again by Lemma 3 that A (ft* A9 q^) > 0 for 
/ft + 4 & <i & C%) - f, +* 4 . But 
(p- + + A-$(4i-*)+4>% *k^-(+'Z4)/2 . 
for every .ft *> ? ? and if .ft ** 5 then cf)- 6 + 1 ** 40 ss 
m ^ jt~ 1 • Hence, using Lemma 1 (iii - iv) we have 
A (-ft 4- 47 £ ) > 0 for ji, +4 * % & (% ) - 41- 4 . 
By Lemma 1 (iv) the support of the functions Af, A~ 
coincides with that of the function A . 
§ 4. Asymmetry equal 1. 
We give a particular result concerning the set 
'fC'fl,̂ ) I A 0 C/ft 1 £) m 4} 9 the full characterization of 
this set is in [3J* In connection with it we have to dis-
tinguish more carefully between the functions A 9 A*,A~ 
because we do not have the analogy of (iv) Lemma 1, § 2 
for A°C-fi,<t) * 1 • 
In the sufficiency part of our theorem we will uee 
the following lemma: 
For i is natural, X graph let P, ( X ) •* 
« { * * f l U x , X > « i J . 
Lemma 4. A°£XJ »-%, I + j . ^Jk, then 
(i) VCP^X)f>P^ - 0 , 
VCD^X) n vc%,X) - o , 
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(ii) if -i + £ <Mt then m^(i]>4lf IJ>. II -& 4 
Proof, (i) By £4j , Lemma 3.2, A~t*l & AM f 
where A* is the cardinality of symmetric difference 
of the neighbourhoods of the points x, /y, . 
In fact A+LX1 * mim, h„ ^ also holds (if 
A < Jk, f then the addition A x edges 
£x,*J *eVf^,X)-Vfx,X) andt^,^J * c V f * , X ) -
- V % , X ) will produce the symmetric graph). 
It is easy to show that if one of the conditions 
in (i) is not satisfied, then also there is 
^V &*,<+* -*- • 
(ii) is obvious, since A ^ ̂  < *•* f f°r ©very two 
vertices. 
Lemma 5. (i) T T*JU> -^A^tTJ &i , 
Ui) X unicyclic — # A ' C X ) * 4 , 
(iii) X bicyclic «*-* A*CXJ * 1 , 
(iv) If A T X J > 1 and C i* the union of all 
cycles in X f then x e V(X) —* pf*» C ) * 4 . 
Proof, (i) A" CTJ * 4 is part of £11, Theorem 
5. By Lemma 4 if A4" £TJ > A then the tree does not 
contain two endpoints which are connected with the same 
point and every endpoint is connected with the point of 
degree > 2 . It is easy to show that this is impossible. 
<U> and (iii) is CU, Theorem 7. 
(iv) is the essential part of the proofs of (ii) 
and (iii). 
Let * t C and x0 c C such that f (x , x 0) » 
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m$(*9 C).It is clear that xG is determined uniquely. 
It is also clear that x 0 is a cut point of .X and that 
the component T of .X - -X0 which contains x is a tree. 
If pCx^) > A , we can apply (i) to T and get a 
contradiction. 
To characterize A 0 <4i>> <£, ) ~ 4 we b e S i n w i th 
Proposition 2. AVfi^^) » 4 for /m,^ & ^ & ji, 
(£)~ +> * <*,£ M^ • 
Proof. We use a well known connection between the 
cyclomatic number N(X) . the number of components aCX) 
and the number of edges and points of a graph X . 
Let X be a ̂ ^ -graph, £ -£ -f*. Then 
N C X J - f c - ^ + c C X ) . 
If all components X- of X are-#*,£. -graphs, we ha-
ve 
N O C . ) « 4 i - ^ + * , 
)*CX) *1MX.)~ Kzi-n^ + cCX) * c(X) . 
Hence there is a component for which N(X^) £ 4 
(otherwise H(X) > c CX ) ). 
By Lemma 5 (i) - (iii) and Lemma 1 (ii) A dtXJ *£ 4 , 
therefore A0(j%fq^) 4 i . But by Theorem 2 A* Cft, q,) ** 1, 
£ Sfe /m, . The statement for C \ ) - .ft, £ ^ *** M ^ we ob-
tain by Lemma 1 (iii). 
Remark, fe show that this bound is best possible 
for a large enough *f* (41 ̂  48 ) by exhibiting a bicye-* 
lie graph X with no point of degree 1 (which is of 
course a necessary condition for a graph withA*£X3 ^ % 
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to have an isolated point (see Lemma 4)). For smaller va-
lues of ft this can be improved (see £3J). Investigating 
the A1,9, -graphs for small c^ - <j% we use the concept of 
subdivision of a graph with the following notation. 
Let the graph X be a subdivision of the graph X , 
D2 (X ) as 0 . (At this point we admit A to be a multi-
graph.) For every Icu^Jtrli (the i-th edge connecting a,Sr 
in X ) we denote by V^ (ou,Jlr) the path in X which a-
rises by subdividing U^Jlrl* and vf*̂  (cu,Jlr) the number 
of points of degree 2 belonging to W^ (a7J^) (i.e. 
&iU9Ar)+ A is the length of W± Co,, > ) ) . 
Lemma 6. Let X be a connected *f&;-ft + i -graph, 
3^(X) =*0; A°£XJ»2,Then X is a subdivision of K^. and 
ll9}l + l},Jk)^ + (l9j.)++Q,Jk)toT i,*,*> eVCK^) . 
Proof. Let X be a graph satisfying the hypothe-
sis. Then the cycle base of X consists of the three cyc-
les Cj 9t%,Q by the formula N(X)** %~<p> + c CX ) used 
in the proof of Proposition 2. 
Since X is an asymmetric jt9<fi+Z -graph with 
It, ( X ) *» 0 . we have that for every i * A9 2., 3 , the-
re is a £ + i such that 1 C^ D Ci 1 > A . 
Now there are only four possible multigraphs for X (we 
write only edges): 
\~la>M<,U,&>\,ltrf cl^ltr, t\, U, cJ , 
V £ * > J 0
C * ' * J a > U ^ Vtr,dl , 
*** **t* t * n e complete graph on the four verti-
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ces a9 Jtr9 c9d . 
Every subdivision of Xv is obviously symmetric. It can 
be shown that every subdivision of X* can be made sym-
metric by deleting or adjoining one edge. The same holds 
for the graph X.-. and thus the graph X is necessarily 
a subdivision of K^ * 
Let us suppose by way of contradiction that 
Jp.(a9JLr)~ti(a9c) for Jtr + c . If d* e W Ca9d) is such 
that td\dl e ZCX) then X-ld9d'l is obviously sym-
metric. 
We show that we can get a symmetric graph also by 
adjoining one edge. Let^mmun,i>fi(Jlr9d ),-ft Cc9d)} 3ay 
ty < /(i CXr9 d ) (since by asymmetry necessarily yfuC^d)^ 
4- ^1 (c9d)) y let d"e WC£r9d) be such that M(d"9£r)\** 
-&jp, + A. Then X U td9d" 1 is again symmetric. 
Proposition 3* Let X be a connected fL,-/t4-2-graph, 
D 1 ( X ) « 0 . - Then A° I XI* 2 **<fi, £ 1& and for every 
<p, £ 18 such a graph exists. 
Proof. By Lemma 6, X is a subdivision of K^ . 
We use the following observation: 
A ° C X ] = 2 > X a subdivision of K ^ implies 4iCa,9£r) > 
> 0 for every a ** ire K^ . This is obvious, since if 
[tv,ir]6E(X), a, ir c DSCX),then X - £a, î l is a 
subdivision of lc9dl 9 Ce,dL p ic 9dl and thus a symmetric 
graph. One can find also points X9y.€ X such that 
X U tx,y,l is a symmetric graph. 
By this and by Lemma 6, we have >fh -2- 16 • There is exact-
ly one such graph with Jp, m 16 and this is symmetric. 
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Up to isomorphism, there i s also exactly one graph for 
jp,mW(fi(a9Jlr)m^(c9d)m 49J(i(<b9cUfr(fyd)*2,frta,d)m 3, 
'ft (fr9C ) • 4 ) • This graph can be made by deleting 
the edge td,d9] , where d9 € W(a,d) , and by adjoi-
ning the edge ldf} c'J, where C
fmW(£r9c), p(c, C
f)** 2 . 
Define the graph X 4 | | « X as the subdivision of 
K .̂ with 4i(a,£r)m jt(c,d)*s4,{i(Q,,c)~4%(&,d)**2,&(a,,d)s* 
**$,J%(c,Jlr)*sS*Then A T X 3 * 2, because 
1. ^(x^)4'p(x9^)+^h(Z,<^) for every x 4* «f 4-
+ oo D$(X)and hence X - tu7il, where JU.eT>% (X) i s 
asymmetric; 
2 . i ^ , t i n ] ) 3 ( X ) « r Om* t4€etX-tu,9tl)-+-t{4L,t} -
* £ ^ * J and f e f rCX) . 
By the same method we can prove that 
the graph X ^ a subdivision of 
K^ defined by qi(a,,£r)** {h(cfd)» 
zr4,4i(a,9c)*4i(Jlr9d)*2,4t,(a9d)**3, 
^ (i»j c)« **-»4 3 satisfies A" 1X^*2• 
A ^ C X ^ J -» 2 can be easily pro-
ved in view of the fact that 
fy&m)*tyXm?* ft E^/tt ) * fi «n<* thus every graph 
X Utx9tyl has at most 3 points of degree 3 which are 
in relation. 
Let us add one remark, fe were led in previous con-
siderations roughly by the connection between A (&, ft)*? 
m $,- -f* and A * (^f%) • Now we show that, limitwise, 
constant difference A characterises only the values 
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1 and 2 of the functiona A* • 
Proposition 4. Jk> £ •£ then Sim, A*(<fi>9%)& 2 . 
The proof is essentially the proof of Erdos-R^nyi £13, 
Theorem 6 where it is shown A 6ft, ̂  ) 4* 2 for 
£, < 4* -fi- - T # One is essentially using the fact 
that if JCtXl >2 ., then <n0(X) £ 4, /n̂ Of.£-*2 (see f33). 
Since the same thing holds if A"*"£.X-1 > 2 f we can use 
the proof in [13 in "limit modification"* The limit has 
to exist by [3] Theorems 3,4. 
Corollary. Mm. A°(Jfi, Jft + A)m 2*•* A > 0 , 
&m A'fatJi+A)**!*-* A & 0 . 
Proof. If A > 0 then by Proposition 4, 
itm. A° (fi, jp 4- A ) 4* 2 , but by £ 3 3 Theorem 4, 
A° (p> 9 <p, + A) > 1 for every sufficiently large *ft* 
It A 4 0 then there is ̂  such that <fv > -f̂  m 
*-* An, < ft + A (since rm^—» - ao ). 
§ 5» Asymmetric bounds. 
In [1], Chapter 4, Erdos and R4nyi have defined the 
following numbera: 
x F {toyjp,) is the smallest a such that A (&$%,)& 
£ Jfe, .(The numbers F*Ote,*fi.) , T"(H9^) are defined 
in the obvious analogy.) 
As an immediate consequence of finding the best possible 
lower bound for A Cft>, %) » 1 , the values F (jt,$ 1 ) f 
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F*Ofi,>f), F~(ft, 4) were determined in [411 Theorem 7 
(of course by Lemma 1 (iv) ~ they coincide). 
Having here characterized when A°(p*,%) ** 4 y we 
have 
Corollary. Let p , £ 40 . Then F°(p,2 )-=rft + 2 for 
ft -4 W7 F°(ft, 2 )« .ft + 4 for ft > W . 
The proof is an immediate consequence of Proposition 2, 
3, examples for A*(f^fn-2 ) •* 2 , <<p, & 4¥ may be 
found in [31 . 
Let C9(fit>Mf) be the smallest ^ such that there 
is connected .ft?£-graph X such that A°tXl ^ it. It 
is conjectured in til that C (m9 M)& T(mfh) for all 
it *> 2 . 
By the above corollary, we see that for Jk, m 2 this 
is false for all rrv -2t 1¥ since C(p,f 2) -» ft -#-2 (see 
Lemma 6) but Ffft, 2 ) ** C(ft, 2) - 4 • (We have an analo-
gous observation for the values of F + , F"", C 4^ C~ ,too.) 
We see that F ° (ft, 2) - C°(ft,2) for the first few 
values of ft,, where F^Cft, 2) is defined. This holds 
generally.* 
Proposition 5. Let ft# be the first jv such that 
F * ( f t , . 4 t ) is defined. Then Ce (ft, M>) is defined and 
F°(ft,Jfc,) m C* (p,,M>) . 
Proof. We have the graph X lV(X)»*ft0li(X)l » 
• P # tt-fr,*'). Since there is no graph with asymmetry Jk* 
on < ft# vertices, the X must obviously be connected 
by Lemma i ( u ) . 
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